SECRET

TO: DIREC
FROM: MEXICO C"ITE
ACTION: C/CAS 1
DISC 1: DP, ADP, C/11, C/F1 2, C/W 5, CM5 VR

SECRET 1721132
DIR INFO MEXICO DF 7/411
SUBJECT: TYPIC VASLOUCH

REF: DIR (326)

1. VASLOUCH-1 DEPARTED FOR PBR/TM 15 DEC.
2. MEXI INVESTIGATING POSSIBLE METHODS OF SECURELY OBTAINING
   RELEASE DOCTOR'S BAG AND OTHER VASLOUCH GEAR. VASLOUCH-2 HOWEVER
   STAGGERED FEELS ANY SUCH ACTION WOULD BLOW HER TO HER LOCAL MEXI
   EMBASSY WHICH NOW HAS PAPERS AND WORKING ON FREE ENTRY. DELAY IN
   OBTAINING FREE ENTRY WILL BE DUE TO HOLIDAYS WHEN LOCAL GOM OFFICE
   CONE TO STANDSTILL EVEN ON DIPLOMATIC REQUESTS. THIS UNLIKELY
   VASLOUCH-1 COULD PICK BAGS UNTIL AFTER 6 JAN.
3. FYI: TWO STUDS NOW ON DOCTOR'S BAG ARE DIAGONALLY PLACED.
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